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The indications for adjuvant therapy for rectal cancer
are based on the patterns of failure after surgery. Des-
pite radical surgery, local-regional failure occurs fre-
quently in patients with transmural or node-positive
rectal cancers. The incidence of local failure in the pel-
vis increases from less than 10% in stages T1-2N0M0
to 15% to 30% in stages T3N0M0 and T1-2N1M0, and is
as high as 40% to 60% in stages T3-4N1-2M01. Much of
the recent debate in adjuvant therapy of rectal cancer
has centered on the merits of preoperative versus
postoperative adjuvant therapy. In some clinical si-
tuations, more than one approach may be acceptable.
Their selection depends on factors such as tumor his-
tology, size, location, mobility, anatomic constraints,
intercurrent medical disease, and the technical exper-
tise of the surgeon and radiation oncologist.
Since the National Cancer Institute Consensus Confe-
rence in 19902, postoperative combined modality the-
rapy has been considered, at least in the United Sta-
tes, the standard approach as adjuvant treatment for
patients with stages II and III rectal cancer. The pri-
mary advantage with this approach is pathologic sta-
ging and accurate selection of patients for subsequent
adjuvant treatment. The primary disadvantages in-
clude an increased toxicity due to larger amount of
small bowel in the radiation field and the perineal
scar if the patient has undergone an abdominal peri-
neal resection, and a potentially hypoxic postsurgical
bed which decreases tumor sensitivity to radiation. 
On the other hand, the European experience with ad-
juvant therapy has largely focused on preoperative
radiation. Tumor downstaging can improve not only
resectability of the tumor but also expand the poten-
tial for sphincter preservation options. There is less
likelihood of tumor seeding at the time of surgery,
and the absence of pelvic fibrosis can considerably
minimize potential damage to small bowel and the
pelvic viscera. Several trials in the early 90’s repor-
ted a significant improvement in local control and
survival rates with relatively moderate doses of preo-
perative radiation therapy3-5. There was a rapid, but

incomplete, move from postoperative to preoperative
radiotherapy when the results of the Upsala trial be-
came available6 and, in fact, this led to the French
Consensus Conference held in 1994 recommending
the use of preoperative radiotherapy as the standard
therapy for rectal cancer in France7.
From the viewpoint of sphincter preservation, the ad-
vantage of preoperative therapy is to decrease the vo-
lume of the primary tumor. When the tumor is loca-
ted in close proximity to the dentate line, this decrease
in tumor volume may allow the surgeon to perform a
sphincter-preserving procedure that would not other-
wise be possible. If quality of life outcome is conside-
red in patients with rectal cancer, preservation of the
sphincter function is an important endpoint in itself.
The disadvantage of preoperative radiation therapy is
the potential of overtreating patients with either
early-stage (pT1-2N0) or metastatic disease. Neverthe-
less, with a careful rectal digital examination, and with
the aid of improved imaging techniques such as endo-
rectal ultrasound, computed tomography or magnetic
resonance imaging, the number of patients who are
overtreated is decreased8,9.
Controversy still exists about the dose and timing of
radiation therapy in the preoperative setting. The pu-
blication of the Swedish Rectal Cancer Trial10 revealed
a significant improvement in local control and sur-
vival with intensive short-course preoperative ra-
diation, typically, 25 Gy in 5 fractions, followed by 
surgery 1 week later. The recent meta-analysis of 14 trials,
mainly from European centers, corroborates the benefit
in survival with the intensive short-course preopera-
tive radiation11. In contrast, conventional doses and
techniques of radiation, usually combined with che-
motherapy, are recommended in United States. These
include multiple-field techniques to a total dose of 45
to 50.4 Gy at 1.8 or 2 Gy/fraction, followed by surgery
4 to 8 weeks after the completion of radiation12-14. Ac-
cording to these authors, this design allows for the re-
covery from the acute side effects of radiation and en-
hances tumor downstaging. However, this intense
regimen may cause more postoperative or long-term
complications, and it certainly requires more resour-
ces and a greater amount of time spent in treatment.
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A study comparing both preoperative regimens would
clarify data. 
More recently, there have been substantial changes in
the surgical therapy of rectal cancer. Total mesorectal
excision (TME) has been accepted by surgical onco-
logists as the standard of care, since it can decrease
local recurrence rate to 5%15, but it is not clear whe-
ther these excellent results can be achieved in the ge-
neral oncology population. Some physicians content
that adjuvant therapy is not necessary if patients un-
dergo resection with a TME; however, it must be
emphasized that TME series include patients with
T1-2N0 disease and allow identification and exclu-
sion of patients with more advanced disease, compa-
red with patients treated in the adjuvant trials in
which more conventional surgery is performed. The
recently published work of the Dutch Colorectal Can-
cer Group investigating the value of adjuvant radia-
tion therapy when total mesorectal excision was per-
formed by specially trained surgeons, has thrown
light in this matter16. The preliminary results of this
multicenter randomized trial show that radiation the-
rapy, given preoperatively as a short course of 5 Gy
on each of 5 days, significantly reduces the risk of 
local recurrence even when administered to patients
who underwent total mesorectal excision. These 2-year
data suggest that not all local recurrences are 
attributable to suboptimal surgical technique; in fact,
some of them would be best explained by the biologi-
cal futures of the tumor. The study leaves open the
question of which patients benefit most from adjuvant
treatment and what type of treatment should be given.
To optimize the therapeutic ratio of all adjuvant treat-
ments, it seems appropriate to focus our attention on
defining benefits precisely and on selecting treatment
options according to risk. For patients with early-stage
(T1-2 N0) disease, surgery could be performed first.
Either radical surgery or local excision plus posto-
perative radiotherapy seem to obtain similar results17.
Given the morbidity of standard surgery, the use of
the conservative approach of local excision plus pos-
toperative adjuvant therapy as the primary therapy
for selected cases of rectal cancer is appealing. Only
for technical reasons, when the tumor is close to the
dentate line, preoperative radiation would be justified
in order to allow a conservative surgical treatment.
Adjuvant chemotherapy can be reserved for those pa-
tients with adverse pathologic findings such as high
grade tumor or the presence of vascular or lymphatic
space invasion. 
For patients with transmural resectable (T3-4, N0-1)
disease surgery plus preoperative radiation can be re-
commended. Improved tolerance and better local
control when using preoperative versus postoperative
irradiation was observed in the only published rando-
mized trial6. Our 10-year experience support the su-
periority of the preoperative adjuvant approach, in

terms of improved local control and survival, using
moderate dose of radiation (30 Gy in 10 fractions)18.
Further selection of patients can be done through the
use of prognostic factors. For example, subgroup
analyses in studies of preoperative treatment have de-
monstrated more benefit for patients with tumors in
the distal rectum or with fixed tumors19. Moderate do-
ses of radiation (40 Gy or equivalent) would be appro-
priate for mobile tumors while higher doses (50 Gy or
equivalent) are probably needed for fixed cancers.
The addition of chemotherapy can further decreases
local recurrence. On the basis of extrapolation from
the postoperative combined-modality therapy trials,
preoperative radiochemotherapy with continuous in-
fusion of 5-FU rather than radiation therapy alone is
recommended for unfavorable subgroups.  However,
the question of whether preoperative combined-mo-
dality therapy is more effective than preoperative radia-
tion therapy is under investigation in a randomized
trial from the European Organization for Research
and Treatment of Cancer. In the context of sphincter
preservation surgery, preoperative chemoradiation
followed by full-thickness local excision is also feasi-
ble for selected T3 distal rectal cancers20.
Finally, preoperative radiochemotherapy has a well-
established role in the management of locally advan-
ced primary or locally recurrent carcinomas that are
technically unresectable.An increasing number of stu-
dies using this approach report resectability rates as
high as 90% and local control rates of 60% to 80%21-23.
Doses in excess of 50 Gy are recommended for the
advanced disease, preferably with conventional frac-
tionation scheme of 2 Gy/day. The concomitant admi-
nistration of continuous infusion of 5-FU or some of
the oral prodrugs, such as tegafur, UFT or capecitabi-
na enhance radiation-inducing downstaging and are
extensively used. Irinotecan and oxaliplatin have also
substantial radiation-sensitizing properties, which we
can likely exploit in the preoperative setting. Moreo-
ver, biological agents such as proteosome inhibitors
and antiangiogenesis agents can also produce remar-
kable levels of radiation sensitization. An important
factor in the advanced disease is to allow a minimal
interval of 4 to 6, and preferably 8, weeks between
preoperative treatment and surgery to obtain maxi-
mal tumor reduction24.
The challenge for today’s clinician is to understand
that rectal cancer represents a spectrum of disease
stages and the clinical parameters of disease presen-
tation need to be combined with an enlightened pa-
tient management strategy to optimize results. To
answer some pending questions about preoperative
therapy patients with rectal cancer should still be en-
tered in prospective clinical trials. Direct compari-
sons need to be done between: 1) short-course and
long-course preoperative radiation; 2) preoperative
radiation alone and radiation combined with chemo-
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therapy, and 3) total mesorectal excision and conven-
tional surgery, looking always at survival and quality
of life. The improvement on molecular biology know-
ledge, in the other hand, may allow us in the future to
identify molecular tumor factors for patient prognosis
and prediction of response to specific therapies. Mean-
while, clinicians must select a reasonable treatment
approach according to the best available evidence.
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